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NASCOE IS WORKING HARD FOR YOU
By Mark VanHoose, President
Your NASCOE leadership team just wrapped up our negotiation session with management. I think
our approach of focusing on “big ticket” items in this meeting paid off in making your workplace
better for the future. Very shortly a summary of that process will be available for your review. I want
to discuss a few of the important items we reviewed:
 First and foremost we finally caught a glimpse of how the Secretary sees the FSA of the
future. It appears to be one that shifts from serving mainstream production agriculture to
serving all who have a question about agriculture or services from government in general.
I have no problem with being a “front door” for citizens who have agriculture issues but I
also think we need to continue to make sure production agriculture stays stable and
secure to feed the world.
 And of course we have the rollout of the CBS concept. This stands for Central, Branch
and Satellite offices. I asked if this was basically shared management at its core and was
told to think about a branch office of a bank and how many times a branch send applications to the central office for processing. So in theory our branch office may not handle
every application in house but will lean on the central office for assistance for some
programs. We do not know the timeframe for implementing this but I know they plan to
wait until the farm bill is implemented first which leaves this administration with very little
time to make their dream happen. The biggest concern is how CED’s might have to
compete for the one CED position in the central office and how far PT’s will have to travel
to work under this concept. I wonder if the losing CED gets pushed out to the branch to
management that? Bottom line is that NASCOE has until April 21 st to send in our list of
suggestions for the CBS as we move forward. Get your concerns to your Area Executive
right away.
 Your Program Technicians at the table did a great job representing you during the
negotiation process. One of our biggest issues was the continued disparity between GS
performance ratings and CO ratings especially for PT’s. Your PT consultants went around
the room commenting on their experience in the performance rating arena. Management
is finally starting to realize we have an issue and hopefully some kind of solution will be
found to level the playing field.
 If you are in the process of getting new office space you may have noticed that your space
requirements have been greatly reduced. We engaged management on this issue and
they promised to make sure that space for files, customer seating and a break room would
be reinstated. If you still have an issue with this let me know.
 I almost had DAFO ready to storm the castle with me to make sure every CED that
wanted FLP training could request it and get it but he hesitated. It will happen eventually.
They cannot keep the walls up forever and claim that they want a new modern FSA.
It doesn’t add up.
 We are working with Stephanie Sybil Brown to develop an Aspiring Leaders Program for
Grade 7 PT’s. My hope is we can identify and train up PT’s that have management
potential with a career path to management positions. This is a very exciting opportunity
and could launch this fall.
As you can see NASCOE has many things on the stove cooking. Many of these items we were
working on last year and now they are coming to fruition. The negotiation process is a marathon
and not a sprint. I want to thank DAFO Greg Diephouse for expending funds to take the NASCOE
leadership team to Washington for the negotiation process. I also want to thank Administrator Juan
Garcia and Associate Administrator Candy Thompson for their tolerance when I push too far.
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NASCOE’s DC Visit
NASCOE's leadership is working tirelessly on legislative and management activities and
negotiations to protect your interest with USDA's leadership.
At the end of last year, we were able to work with congress to enact the new 2014 farm bill, which
heavily depends on FSA's county office staff to deliver farm programs. In addition, we secured over
$100 million for FSA implementation, and we hope the agency will hire new employees and improve
our computer programs. I encourage you to take the time to look at USDA’s farm bill fact sheet
about the programs for FSA’s customers.
Following the successes of the farm bill, we started discussing our legislative goals we hoped to
accomplish through the federal appropriations process. This suddenly shifted the day President
Obama released his fiscal year 2015 budget. Unfortunately, his budget recommends eliminating 815
county office positions and closing 250 county offices. We and most all Members of Congress are
puzzled by this proposal based on the workload involved with implementing the 2014 farm bill, and
we have studied the proposal and are engaging our advocates on Capitol Hill.
Last week, a group of about 25 NASCOE members spent three days on Capitol Hill and at the
Department of Agriculture. I worked with our legislative consultant to meet with USDA's Deputy
Secretary Krysta Harden, Undersecretary Michael Scuse, and Deputy Undersecretary Karis Gutter.
We were able to discuss our challenges and requests, and we are succeeding in raising our profile
and touching all levels of FSA and the Secretary's office.
One highlight of the week was Secretary Vilsack’s appearance before the Senate Appropriations
Committee discussing the Administration's USDA budget. Senator Tester and other Senators
attending the hearing made it clear that Congress must be consulted or the Administration’s plan will
not be accepted.
We also met with FSA's management to discuss office closures, staffing needs, farm bill
implementation and acreage reporting.
We are actively working with Capitol Hill to make sure they disapprove of the President's budget and
allow our agency to service production agriculture. Over the next few weeks, some of you will be
asked to contact your Congressman and Senators about our priorities. We need a full effort to
remind them that we are on the front line servicing production agriculture.
Respectfully submitted by,
Wes Daniels
NASCOE VP
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CAP-WIZ or Not?
Dennis Ray, MWA Exec
A few states have been asking if we are still using CAP-WIZ or not. The quick answer is the
executive committee chose not to renew the CAP-WIZ contract last October when it expired. It has
been mentioned in a few articles and correspondences that we are no longer using CAP-WIZ. Since
we are still receiving questions about it I thought would share a little information that the executive
committee reviewed when making their decision.
The first thing the EC looked at was participation rates. CAP-WIZ had over 4,000 subscribers
enrolled. The average response rate for action items was between 15% and 19% of the subscribers.
We had a 30 day grace period after the contract expired and we used that to send an alert out while
we were on furlough during the government shutdown. The response to that alert was about 29%.
We barely had 1 out of every 4 subscribers take action on one of the biggest issues we have faced
recently. Prior to our last legislative fly in, we sent out a CAP-WIZ alert immediately before our visits.
During our visits we asked the legislative staffers if they had received those alerts. It was disappointing to hear how few of them had actually seen or read our position prior to us being there.
The second thing we looked at was the cost. The cost to renew the contract would have been
$18,000 for a three year contract or $7,000 if we only wanted a one year contract. You have seen
us mention NASCOE’s shrinking budget several times over the past couple of years. We are
constantly looking at how we are spending that money and if there is a better way to do something.
In the case of CAP-WIZ, the executive committee did not feel the results of using CAP-WIZ justified
the expense.
One of the unintended consequences of using CAP-WIZ was that we became complacent about
developing personal relationships with our Legislators. We would receive the alert, fill in our
information and then send it to our Senators or Representative. Our new legislative consultant is
encouraging us to get back to our roots of developing close personal relationships with our elected
officials. NASCOE has been developing our national database of non-work emails for several years
now. The legislative committee can still develop the content of an alert like they always have and
distribute it to membership through the NASCOE database. We can then send it on to our elected
officials or we can take that and make a personal visit to our local contact for that elected official.
Area legislative chairs are currently compiling a list of local NASCOE members, NAFEC members or
anyone that has a close relationship with sitting members of the House and Senate Ag Committee
and Ag Appropriations Committee. We are asking that this list be completed by April 11 th, so please
let your local legislative committee member know if you can provide a name of someone who can
represent our position with these members of key Congressional committees.
So to summarize, the NASCOE Executive Committee chose to discontinue the CAP-WIZ contract
because the results were not justifying the expense. We will continue to look for better ways to get
our message to elected officials and to make more efficient use of what funds we have available. In
the meantime, it is crucial that we get back to our roots and start building solid personal relationships
with our elected officials.
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FSA Negotiation 101
On Friday, March 28, 2014 while attending the IASCOE Convention in IL Dennis Ray, MWA
Executive and Wes Daniels, NASCOE Vice President asked me if I had read what my assignment
was yet. Since I really hadn’t looked at my emails since returning from the NASCOE negotiation
session I replied: “No, why?” They informed me that on Thursday, March 27 th Mark VanHoose,
NASCOE President had sent out a message regarding NASCOE’s response which also included
something like: “John Baird, do an article on the negotiation process to share with membership”.
I’m like, “okay”, then Dennis and Wes told me the deadline was the 31 st. Again, I’m like, “okay”,
they said Monday, March 31st!
They also informed me that Crystal Dibley, MWA negotiation
consultant was directed with a similar task. That being said, here’s my story and I’m sticking to it!
As the only second year Alternate Executive I had the privilege and opportunity to attend the 2014
NASCOE negotiation session in Washington DC from March 24 – March 26, 2014. While during my
career with this agency I have attended several Legislative Conferences and a few Mini Fly In’s.
I have never attended the negotiation sessions; let me tell you this was an eye opening experience.
While the legislative conferences have their own way of bringing a different perspective of just what
NASCOE does for employees this opportunity did so as well. Believe me now when I say NASCOE
is there for all of us, supervisors, non-supervisors, members and non-members.
On Tuesday, March 25, 2014 at 8:00 a.m. all of us met in one room and the meeting began with an
opening prayer by Wes Daniels, NASCOE VP. Just prior to beginning the review of the negotiation
items a few other responsibilities were addressed. At approximately 10:00 a.m. the NASCOE
Executive officers began the process. As I observed (okay, so I didn’t just observe) I noticed that
Executive officers were each assigned specific negotiation items. In all there were 13 negotiation
items addressed. As each item was reviewed NASCOE had its response and each respective
Department within IT/FSA gave their possible resolution and as you can imagine there was much
discussion following the department’s possible resolutions. But let me assure you before actually
meeting with representative of the respective Departments, IT, DAFP, FSA Administrator and staff,
DAFO and staff, etc. the NASCOE Executive officers were very much prepared and ready to
address resolutions on behalf of all FSA employees. Tuesday’s review session concluded at
approximately 4:45 p.m.
On Wednesday, March 26, 2014 at 7:00 a.m., the NASCOE team, Executive officers and negotiation
consultants headed to the USDA South Building. The meetings began at 8:00 a.m.
 NASCOE first met with ITSD/BAO representatives
 9:00 a.m. Mike Schmidt, DAFP and staff
 11:15 a.m. Juan Garcia, Administrator, Candy Thompson, Associate Administrator and
Greg Diephouse, DAFO
 2:00 p.m. John Chott, Assistant to DAFO (Mr. Chott was not able to attend but other
DAFO staff represented Mr. Chott)
 3:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. Greg Diephouse, DAFO and staff, Mark Rucker, DAM and Danny
Sadler, Assistant Director, Operations FFAS Human Resources Division via conference
call.
(Continued on page 6)
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While other topics such as the 2015 Presidents proposed budget surfaced periodically (imagine
that) the overall negotiation process went well. While some items had resolutions others will
certainly have follow up but will never be lost or overlooked. I can assure all of you that Mark
VanHoose, NASCOE President and Wes Daniels, NASCOE Vice-President certainly understand
how the “game” is played and I might add they play the “game” well. Please understand when I
refer to the “game” I don’t mean “fun and games” I mean they go to bat for all of us, they hold
NASCOE’s ground, they ask the right questions, they pry for the right resolutions.
In closing I don’t want to short change what all the NASCOE negotiation team did, the Area
Executives, NASCOE Secretary, NASCOE Treasurer, negotiation consultants as they all came
together for the common good of all of FSA employees. By attending this NASCOE negotiation
session it has provided me with a greater understanding and appreciation for just what goes on
behind the scenes. Again, I thank all those who allowed me this opportunity; I told those powers
that be I would be quiet and they wouldn’t even know I was in the room (right). Well needless to say
that didn’t happen and I’m lucky the NASCOE President and VP still speak to me. Again, thank you.
Respectfully Submitted,
John S. Baird,
MWA Alternate Exec.

Kevin Wooten and Jackson Jones,
Legislative Co-Chairs,
hard at work in WDC.
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NASCOE Negotiating for You!
As we are all aware there are challenges encountered in the county office on a regular basis;
whether it is software outages, performance issues, personnel matters or handbook interpretation.
Many of these items of apprehension can be improved upon. In some cases management may not
even be aware there is an issue but, when they are addressed, can have a logical solution.
Concerns such as these need to be presented to NASCOE through the negotiation process.
I was part of the NASCOE leadership team that attended the negotiation session in Washington, DC
March 25-26, 2014 to negotiate items of concern submitted by membership over the past year. Prior
to our meeting in WDC, each item was assigned a task force which was responsible for validating,
researching and comprising a solution to the issue. Then the entire negotiation group added
comments and suggestions to articulate a plan.
The entire group met on the first day in WDC to formulate a plan as to who would discuss which
topic when we met with management the following day to add additional comments/ideas on the
submitted topics.
Day two was a full day of meetings with management; NASCOE had arranged consultations with the
ITSD Acting Director, DAFP staff, administrator Juan Garcia, Associate Administrator Candy
Thompson and their staff; and the DAFO staff.
I was very impressed at the response from all management areas but specifically when Juan and
Candy heard reaction from each PT in the room about performance ratings in their area and what
reasons staff had for not submitting material for a prove up rating as well as the response they got if
they did submit documentation and a higher rating wasn’t granted. They were genuinely concerned
and want to formulate a solution that ensures achievements within FSA are recognized.
As a PT at times it may feel like you don’t have a voice that is heard in FSA but it is just the
opposite; you do have a voice and a very strong one with NASCOE. All you need to do is get
involved! NASCOE is fighting for your rights and concerns. Rather than waiting and hoping for
change, be the change; by submitting your negotiation items, getting involved at your state level or
being part of the NASCOE PAC.
Crystal Dibley
MWA Negotiation Consultant
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Legislative Committee Report
Since the passage of a farm bill into law earlier this year, the legislative committee is now focused on
the following areas: 1) FY 2015 Appropriations process, 2) Continuing to grow our grassroots
efforts, and 3) Farm Bill Implementation. Our visit to Washington D.C. from 3/24/14 through 3/27/14
focused on the FY 2015 Appropriations and Farm Bill implementation.
FY 2015 Appropriations: Adequate funding for FSA salary & expenses in FY 2015 has been a
high priority. When the President’s budget included additional office consolidations and reductions
in employees…Appropriations became the top priority. We met with Senate Agriculture Appropriations staff as well as several members of the House Appropriations committee to discuss the office
closures and reduction of employees that is part of the President’s 2015 budget proposal. In
addition to these visits, Jackson and I were able to attend the Senate Agriculture Appropriation
Subcommittee hearing on 3/26/14. Secretary Vilsack testified before this subcommittee on his 2015
budget proposal. There was a lot of discussion by committee members about the proposal to
consolidate FSA offices and further reduce employees right at the time a new farm bill is being
implemented. Several members questioned whether now is the appropriate time for such plans and
suggested these plans be delayed a year or more because of farm bill implementation. Based on
staff meetings and hearing comments from ag appropriations members during the hearing, Jackson
and I feel that there is substantial Congressional support for NASCOE’s position on the closures and
FTE reduction proposal. Additionally, commodity groups at the national level can see the absence
of employees in county offices across the country and are asking questions of the Secretary and
Congress about when FSA offices will return to some level of staffing.
Farm Bill Implementation: We met with both the Senate and House Agriculture Committee staff to
learn as much as possible about a timeline for implementation. To be honest, neither committee
staff knows much more than we as employees know. We learned that committee staff members
have been talking with USDA since the bill was signed into law. Conversations have not resulted in
any definite dates regarding things such as: when policy and procedure will be ready, training will
take place for FSA employees, and signup dates for base reallocation, program election, or program
enrollment. Late last week we learned that the House Agriculture Committee will hold a hearing with
Secretary Vilsack regarding the state of agriculture. Hopefully this hearing will yield additional
information on the progress of farm bill implementation. Stay Tuned…..
The Take Home Message from your Legislative Committee…..It is critical for membership across
the country to make contact with your respective members of congress, especially if your member is
on ag appropriations, regarding FY 2015 appropriations. Both the House and Senate will be in
recess for work periods in their district/state during the weeks of April 14 th, 2014 and April 21st, 2014.
You will be hearing more from your Area Executive and Area Legislative Chair regarding
membership making phone calls and personal visits with your members of Congress. Information on
NASCOE’s position on the 2015 budget proposal is posted to the website or you can contact your
Area Executive or Area Legislative Chair. This information will be helpful with visiting with your
congressional members.
Respectfully submitted
--The Legislative Committee
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2014 NEGOTIATION MEETING IN WDC
NASCOE Officers , Execs, Chairs and Negotiating Consultants meeting in WDC on
March 25, 2014. Below, Hunter Moorhead is updating the NASCOE Team on the
latest information with FSA, Farm Bill, Budget, etc. Please read articles concerning
the WDC visits.

Craig Turner, NAFEC
President; David Senter, NAFEC Consultant; and several members of
the NAFEC Team were in WDC meeting. Below the NAFEC Team is
meeting with the NASCOE Team. The NAFEC Team had good
meetings with Management. Look for reports coming from NAFEC.
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GET YOUR
OKLAHOMA T-SHIRT
WHEN YOU REGISTER FOR THE
NASCOE CONVENTION! $20.00 Each
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ATTENTION NASCOE MEMBERS:
Do you enjoy creating Videos?
Is this a hobby of yours?
Or maybe you have a child or grandchild who
enjoys creating and posting
videos? Have you dreamed of
being a journalist or is your child
a journalism major and in
need a project?
If I have peaked your interest….here is what the Nascoe
Board would like to see happen at the 2014 NASCOE
Convention in Oklahoma City.
We would like some short video segments
of the General Session recorded and some
interviews with first timers, “old” timers,
WDC Folks, contest winners, etc. during the
convention. Then the Video created and
made available on the Nascoe Website for
members to see after the convention.
(Must have your own equipment)
If you are interested, contact:
Renee Boykin, Publicity Chair
rwreboykin@yahoo.com
843-546-7616 (Office)
843-907-8452 (cell)
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took a trip to WDC and met with the NASCOE & NAFEC Teams!
Follow Flat Fonzee on Facebook and see what he is up to!
What is this all
about?
Glad you asked!
The 2015 NASCOE
National
Convention will be
held in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
in August 2015.
ABOVE: Flat Fonzee with Mark
“Happy Days” will
VanHoose, NASCOE President
be the theme of
the Convention
BELOW: Flat Fonzee with Wes
so Flat Fonzee will Daniels, NASCOE Vice President
be traveling
around the Country
visiting &
promoting the
2015 NASCOE
Convention!
Be on the lookout
for Flat Fonzee to
show up near you!
ABOVE: Flat Fonzee arrives in WDC with
Tom Oasen, ASE Chair
BELOW: Flat Fonzee with Mark and Hunter Moorehead,
NASCOE Consultant
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BELOW: Flat Fonzee with Craig Turner,
NAFEC President, and David Senter,
NAFEC Consultant
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RASCOE
National Association of Retired ASCS/FSA Office Employees

RASCOE NEWS
We are hoping to see many of you at NASCOE in OKC. I do want to invite not only retirees to come
to our meetings, but current employees as well. I get tickled at the younger employees when you
talk to them about joining RASCOE. Many of our retirees are associate members of NASCOE, their
State’s association, as well as NAFEC, etc.
Well the signup deadline for THE Health Care plan is fast approaching. There have been quite a
few retirees that have had trouble with the website or finding a plan that covers their needs. We all
know what troubles the new programs incur so let’s hope it all gets corrected before they need
coverage.
RASCOE is a good association and dedicated to keep watch on the ongoing benefits of the retirees.
We are very lucky to have those retirement benefits. RASCOE continues to stay current on the
Congressional bills that will affect our pensions.
Brenda L. Boomer
RASCOE Vice-President
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